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Abstract: A low-complexity feed-forward carrier phase estimation (CPE) 
technique is presented for dual-polarization (DP)-16-QAM transmission 
systems. By combining QPSK partitioning, maximum likelihood (ML) 
detection and phase offset estimation between signals in different 
polarizations, simulation and experimental results for a 200Gb/s DP-16-
QAM system demonstrate similar linewidth tolerance to the best feed-
forward CPE reported to date while the computational complexity is at least 
three times lower compared with other simplified feed-forward CPE 
techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
The increasing demand for data traffic has continued to motivate research on more spectrally 
efficient optical transmission systems to better utilize the valuable bandwidth resources of the 
optical fiber [1, 2]. Dual polarization (DP) quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) operating at 
100 Gb/s with receiver digital signal processing (DSP) are now commercially available [3–5]. 
In addition, 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) with its higher spectral 
efficiency (SE) of 4 bit/s/Hz has become the natural choice and thus promising candidate for 
next generation optical transmission system beyond 100Gb/s per channel [6–8]. 
Carrier phase estimation (CPE) is an integral part of DSP-based receiver through which 
laser phase noise is compensated. For DSP-based receivers, blind and feed-forward CPE are 
more desirable due to their algorithmic and implementation simplicity [9]. The tolerance of 
laser phase noise and hence performance of CPE generally degrades for systems using high 
spectral efficient modulation formats and/or lasers with large linewidths. Consequently, the 
vast majority of 16-QAM transmission experiments demonstrated in recent years used 
external cavity lasers (ECL) instead of the more cost effective distributed-feedback (DFB) 
lasers because of their narrow linewidths [7]. Consequently, linewidth-tolerant and low-
complexity CPE is critical for practical realization of 16-QAM transmission systems in future 
optical communication systems. To this end, various feed-forward CPE algorithms for 16-
QAM systems proposed to date stems from two fundamental approaches: 1) QPSK 
partitioning schemes [10, 11] which were derived from classical Viterbi and Viterbi phase 
estimation (VVPE) approach for QPSK signals [12]. However, QPSK partitioning for 16-
QAM systems introduces a more stringent linewidth requirement compared to VVPE for 
QPSK systems; 2) blind-phase-search (BPS, also called the minimum distance method) [13] 
that was originally introduced for more general synchronous communication systems [14, 15]. 
BPS demonstrates higher linewidth tolerance but comes with an expense of high 
computational complexity. Such complexity can be somewhat lowered by reducing the 
number of ‘trial phases’ [16–20]. In these papers, two-stage strategies have been reported 
where BPS is used in only one of the two stages as fine [16] or coarse [17] carrier phase 
estimator or both stages [18, 19]. However, the computational complexity of such modified 
BPS is not reduced significantly [20]. 
In this paper, we extend our previous work [21] and propose a low-complexity and phase-
noise tolerant feed-forward CPE for DP-16-QAM systems by using QPSK partitioning with 
maximum likelihood (ML) detection. In addition, as signals from both polarizations are 
impaired by identical laser phase noise (up to a constant phase offset due to path differences 
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travelled by signals in different polarizations) in a canonical DP system [22, 23], phase 
information from both polarizations are jointly processed for better carrier phase estimation 
accuracy and hence improved overall transmission performance. Simulation results for a 200 
Gb/s DP-16-QAM system demonstrates similar linewidth tolerance and a computational 
complexity reduction by a factor of at least three compared with other feed-forward CPE 
techniques with large linewidth tolerance reported in the literature. The performance of the 
proposed and other feed-forward CPE techniques are also experimentally verified and 
compared. Such comparisons also serve as a good experimental assessment of various feed-
forward CPE for practical 16-QAM implementation of transmission systems. 
2. Algorithm principle 
Consider a DP-16-QAM system where the received signal is sampled and processed in a DSP. 
After chromatic dispersion (CD) (and possibly nonlinearity compensation), timing recovery, 
polarization demultiplexing, re-sampling to one sample per symbol and frequency offset 
compensation, the nth received symbol of the x-polariztion (y-polarization) can be expressed 
as 
 
, ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( )exp( )n x y n x y n x y n x ys b j zθ= ⋅ +  (1) 
where 
, ( ) { 1 , 3 3 , 1 3 , 3 }n x yb j j j j= ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±  are the DP 16-QAM signals, θn,x(y) is the 
combined phase noise of the transmitter laser and local oscillator (LO) at the receiver and 
zn,x(y) models the collective amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise generated from inline 
amplifiers which are complex circularly symmetric Gaussian random processes. Laser phase 
noise is typically modeled as a Wiener process in which the phase difference between two 
adjacent symbols 1, ( ) , ( )n x y n x yθ θ+ −  can be modeled as zero-mean Gaussian random variable 
with variance 2 2
s
v Tσ π= ∆ ⋅  where Ts is the symbol period, v∆  is the combined linewidths of 
the transmitter laser and LO. 
The proposed CPE is a multi-stage algorithm consisting of QPSK partitioning, phase 
offset (between signals in different polarization) compensation followed by an ML detection. 
The block diagram of the CPE is shown in Fig. 2 which is described below in more detail. 
A. QPSK partitioning for 16-QAM signals 
For a 16-QAM constellation, only the part of the symbols whose modulation phases can be 
eliminated by raising them to the 4th power are suitable for the commonly used Viterbi and 
Viterbi phase estimation (VVPE) for QPSK systems. The identification of such symbols for 
CPE is known as QPSK partitioning and is illustrated in Fig. 1 [11]. The symbols are 
classified into three rings (Class I (C1), Class II (C2) and Class III (C3)) according to their 
amplitudes. In the inner and outer rings, the symbols belonging to C1 for C3 can be viewed as 
two QPSK constellation sets and their modulated phase can be eliminated by VVPE and 
carrier phase can be estimated [12]. 
 
Fig. 1. QPSK partitioning for 16-QAM signals based on the received signal amplitude. The 
initial estimate of the laser phase can be obtained by VVPE for Class I and Class III symbols. 
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To recover the phase of the nth symbol sn,x(y), a vector of 2N+1symbols sn-N,x(y)…, sn + N,x(y) 
are first normalized and partitioned and N is referred to as the filter half width for the rest of 
the paper. If the symbols belong to Class I symbols (C1) or Class III symbols (C3), they are 
first selected to be processed by modified VVPE [10]. Since the outcomes of the two VVPEs 
from both polarizations should suffer from identical phase noise up to a constant phase offset 
[23], this phase offset can be easily estimated and compensated without much increase in 
computational complexity. The VVPE results from both polarizations are then summed up to 
reduce the effect of ASE noise. The first stage carrier phase estimate 1est
n
θ is then given by 
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where 
offsetθ  is the phase offset estimate between two polarizations, and N is the filter half 
width of a sliding summing window. It should be noticed that our QPSK partitioning scheme 
does not require phase rotations on the Class II symbols, as suggested in [11], and those 
symbols will be processed in subsequent ML estimators instead. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed two-stage CPE: (a) first stage estimator using QPSK 
partitioning, VVPE and phase-offset cancellation; (b) second stage ML estimator to improve 
estimation accuracy. Note that the filter half widths of filters used in first and second stage (N 
and M) are different in general. 
B. Phase-offset estimation 
The phase offsets between signals in both polarizations results in catastrophic error when 
signals on both polarizations are summed up to estimate the phase noise [23]. Fortunately, this 
phase-offset can be obtained by simply observing the difference between x and y polarizations 
of the VVPE outputs. However, ASE noise and incorrectly partitioned symbols can severely 
worsen the phase offset estimates. One way of eliminating these two impairments is by using 
the following recursive equation [23] 
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  (3) 
 arg( )
offset kqθ =  (4) 
where α  is a constant parameter, kq is the current phase-offset estimates. Note that the phase 
offset estimation technique requires received symbols from both x and y polarizations at the 
same time slot to either belong to C1 or C3, which means only 1/4 of the symbols on average 
can be used to estimate
offsetθ . As pointed out in [23], the phase offset is a constant or varying 
slowly over a time interval much longer than the time (or number of symbols) it takes for the 
estimation to converge. Therefore, it is unnecessary to continuously estimate the phase 
offsets. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Residue phase-offset and (b) BER versus convergence length for an OSNR penalty 
of 1dB and a line-width symbol duration product of 2E-4. The data points are obtained from 
the average of 50 independent trials. 
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Fig. 4. Estimated phase offset using various methods (1. Continuous, 2. Periodic, 3. One-time) 
Simulations are conducted and the residue phase offset and corresponding BER versus 
convergence time are shown in Fig. 3. The linewidth times symbol duration product (
s
v T∆ ⋅ ) 
and OSNR penalty was set to be 2e-4 and 1dB, respectively, which are the same value as 
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those required to achieve BER of 1e-3 when there is no phase–offset. Fifty independent trials 
with 218 symbols on each polarization are performed. Both the residue phase offset and BER 
are well converged even only after 500 symbols. Thus, it is safe to set the convergence length 
at 1000 symbols. With this convergence length, the slow time varying feature of phase-offset 
is experimentally investigated as shown in Fig. 4, where we use three phase-offset estimation 
methods: 1. continuously updating 
offsetθ every symbol; 2. periodically updating offsetθ ; 3. only 
updating 
offsetθ  at the beginning. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 4 OSNR 
was set to 37.2 dB and 
s
v T∆ ⋅ equals to 2e-4, which is the largest tested linewidth in our setup. 
For the periodic updating method 2, 
offsetθ  is only estimated using the first 1000-symbol time 
slot in every 10000 symbol block. When 
s
v T∆ ⋅  is less than 2e-4, the residue phase-offset is 
within ± 1.5e−2 rad for all the three methods, as shown in the enlarged area in Fig. 4. Also, the 
maximum BER difference is so small (2e-5) that the three methods achieved the same OSNR 
penalty. Thus, we choose the one-time method for the rest of the paper since it has the lowest 
complexity. 
C. ML detection 
After all the received symbols are compensated by the estimated phase 1est
n
θ  and 
offsetθ , they 
are fed into the second stage ML phase estimator. The 2nd stage of the proposed CPE is an ML 
estimator shown as in Fig. 2(b). The ML estimation of the carrier phase 2est
n
θ  is given by 
 
*
, ,
,
ˆ
n M
n i p i p
p x y i n M
h u v
+
= = −
= ⋅∑ ∑  (5) 
 [ ]2 1tan Im( ) Re( )estn n nh hθ −=  (6) 
where 
,
ˆi pv  is the decision of ui,p (p = x, y)and M is the filter half width used in this 2nd stage 
ML estimator. The overall estimated phase noise est
n
θ  is then given by 
 
1 2
.
est est est
n n n
θ θ θ= +  (7) 
3. Simulation results and discussions 
Simulations are conducted to study and compare the performance of the proposed CPE with 
others reported in the literature. In particular, 218 16-QAM symbol sequences on each 
polarization were used to obtain the bit error ratio (BER). The two most significant bits 
(MSB) of each symbol are differentially encoded to avoid cycle slips [13]. The laser phase 
noise is modeled as a Wiener process, and different amount of ASE noise is loaded to realize 
different OSNRs. 
It turns out that for the 1st stage estimator there exists an optimal filter half width that 
minimizes the BER. The optimal width is determined by a trade-off between additive ASE 
noise and laser phase noise: A larger filter width is preferred to average out the additive noise 
while the de-correlation of laser phase noise over different symbols favors a short filter width. 
To determine the optimal filter width, we performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations for 
different combination of laser linewidths and OSNR and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The 
linewidth-symbol duration product 
s
v T∆ ⋅  ranges from 1e-6 to 5e-4 which covered the typical 
range of currently used lasers in long haul transmission systems. Here, v∆  denotes the 
combined linewidths of the transmitter and receiver lasers and Ts denotes the symbol period. 
Figure 5 suggests that the optimum width decreases when linewidths and/or SNR get 
larger and vice versa, in agreement with theoretical predictions. For 
s
v T∆ ⋅  as large as 5e-4, 
the optimal filter half width N is found to be around six and vary slightly with SNR. On the 
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other hand, the optimal N becomes larger and more sensitive to ASE noise when they are 
dominant, e.g. the optimal N ranges from 46 to 91 when 
s
v T∆ ⋅  = 1e-6. For BER = 1E-3 with 
1dB penalty (compared to a system using perfect laser with zero linewidth and gray 
encoding), the filter half width is found to be N = 12 when 
s
v T∆ ⋅  is as large as 2E-4. 
Similarly, we can optimize the second-stage filter half width M using the same approach. 
However, since a considerate amount of the phase noise has already been compensated in the 
first stage estimator, the optimal half width M of the 2nd stage estimator is found to be quite 
insensitive to 
s
v T∆ ⋅  and/or OSNR. Consequently, we set the optimal N and M to be 12 and 3 
for all the simulation and experimental results for the rest of the paper. 
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Fig. 5. Optimal filter half width N for the first stage estimator vs. OSNR for different linewidth 
times symbol duration products (
s
v T∆ ⋅ ). The symbol rate is 25 GBaud and each data point is 
obtained by averaging the result of 10 independent trials. 
In Fig. 6, various CPEs of single/dual polarization, sliding/block averaging and 
gray/differential encoded approaches are simulated. Unless specifically stated, the 
performances are for single polarization, sliding averaging and differentially encoded 
approaches. For fair comparisons, we mainly focus on sliding and differentially encoded 
techniques. As shown in Fig. 6, our proposed algorithm can tolerate 2 4
s
v T E∆ ⋅ = − with 
OSNR penalty of 1dB. 
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Fig. 6. OSNR penalties versus linewidth times symbol duration product (
s
v T∆ ⋅ ) for various 
feed-forward CPE techniques for 16-QAM systems. 
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4. Experimental results 
The experimental setup for the investigation of the proposed CPE for a 200 Gb/s DP-16-QAM 
is shown in Fig. 7. External cavity lasers (ECL) or distributed feedback (DFB) lasers with 
different linewidths ranging from 150kHz to 2.81MHz are used to investigate the linewidth-
tolerance of various CPE algorithms. The linewidths of the lasers are measured using self-
heterodyne spectrum measurement technique [24]. The laser source is split and used as local 
oscillator as well for self-homodyne detection. Here, a 12.5 Gb/s binary pseudo-random bit 
sequence (PRBS) of length 215-1 is obtained by driving an Anristu MP1763B pulse pattern 
generator (PPG) with one RF synthesizer operating at 12.5 GHz. The signals are then split by 
a 3dB electrical splitter, one delay line and a 2:1 Anritsu MU182020A-013 25Gbit/s 
Multiplexer (Mux) to generate two 25G two-level PRBS signals D and D , which are further 
attenuated, relatively delayed and combined to generate two independent four-level signals to 
drive an integrated LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder (I/Q) modulator. 
An EDFA and a frequency-variable band-pass filter with 1nm bandwidth followed by a 
second amplifier and variable attenuator were used to generate variable amount of ASE noise 
to realize different OSNR values. An OSNR monitoring device comprising of one PC, one 
polarizer and an OSA is used to monitor the OSNR. With the appropriate amount of ASE 
noise, the single polarization 16-QAM signal is fed into a polarization multiplexer consisting 
of a PBS and PBC and with a path length difference of 116.83ps between polarizations, 
corresponding to 2.92 symbol period delays. It should be noted that to resemble real 
transmission system, the path length difference between signals in two polarizations are 
chosen to be relatively short so that one can obtain statistically independent information 
symbols but the laser phase noise are correlated across different polarizations. The 
polarization-multiplexed signals are then transmitted through 5km of SMF to de-correlate the 
laser phase between the transmitter and local oscillator in our self-homodyne detection 
scheme. 
 
Fig. 7. Experimental setup for CPE performance investigation for a 200Gb/s DP-16-QAM 
system. The 16-QAM signal is generated by applying two four-level electrical signals to IQ 
modulator, which are generated by combining two 25G/s two-level signals with different 
amplitudes. PC: polarization controller; EDFA: Erbium-doped optical fiber amplifier; OSA: 
optical spectrum analyzer; OBPF: optical band-pass filter; SMF: single mode fiber; Pol. Mux: 
polarization multiplexer; PBS: polarization beam splitter; PBC: polarization beam combiner. 
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At the receiver, the dual-polarization signals are sampled by a 50G Sample/s real-time 
sampling scope at two samples per symbol and then processed offline by DSP. The block 
diagram for the DSP algorithms is shown in Fig. 8. The samples are first processed with 
orthogonalization [25] for quadrature imbalance compensation and four fractionally-spaced 
(Ts/2) 13–taps time domain finite impulse response (FIR) adaptive filters for timing phase 
recovery, polarization de-multiplexing, differential group delay (DGD) mitigation and down-
sampled to one sample per symbol. The FIR taps are updated using the standard constant 
modulus algorithm (CMA), which is simple, robust, and works independent of carrier phase. 
Since we used a self-homodyne scheme, frequency offset compensation can be omitted. The 
signals are then passed into various CPE techniques followed by symbol detection and BER 
calculation. 
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Fig. 8. Receiver DSP block diagram for a 200 Gb/s DP-16-QAM system using self-homodyne 
detection. Two samples per symbol sequences from both polarizations (Ix, Qx, Iy, Qy) are first 
fed into orthogonalization algorithms to equalize quadrature imbalance in modulator and 
detector imperfections, followed by a 13 taps Ts/2-spaced FIR filters for timing phase recovery 
and polarization de-multiplexing. The output is then down-sampled to one sample per symbol 
and passes into five different carrier phase estimation techniques: BPS, BPS + ML, QPSK 
partitioning, single and dual polarization QPSK partitioning + ML. The CPE outputs are then 
detected and BER is calculated. 
We experimentally compare the performance of five feed-forward CPEs including QPSK 
partitioning [11], single polarization BPS [13], single polarization BPS+ML [17], our 
proposed single polarization QPSK partitioning+ML and dual polarization QPSK 
partitioning+ML. For comparison, we utilized one ECL laser with linewidth of 150 kHz and 
five cost-effective DFB lasers with linewidths measured to be 0.45MHz, 1MHz, 1.5MHz, 
2MHz and 2.81MHz [24]. 
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Fig. 9. OSNR vs. laser linewidth times symbol duration product (
s
v T∆ ⋅ ) for a 200Gb/s DP-
16-QAM system obtained from experiments. The combined linewidth of the transmitter laser 
and local oscillator are 0.3 MHz, 0.9 MHz, 2 MHz, 3 MHz, 4 MHz, and 5.63 MHz. At large 
laser linewidth, a BER of 1E-3 can only be achieved by dual pol. QPSK paritioning + ML. 
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The OSNR penalties at BER of 1E-3 for different lasers with different linewidths are 
shown in Fig. 9. The OSNR penalties are obtained by varying the amount of ASE noise and 
recording the OSNR from the OSNR monitoring module when the BER equals to 1E-3. The 
penalty difference between BPS and dual pol. QPSK partitioning + ML increases from 
0.01dB to 1.21 dB when 
s
v T∆ ⋅  increases from 1.2e-5 to 1.7e-4. When 
s
v T∆ ⋅  is increased to 
2.25e-4 (corresponding to a combined laser linewidth of 5.63 MHz), a BER of 1E-3 can only 
be achieved using dual-polarization QPSK partitioning + ML and dual-polarization BPS. No 
other CPEs can achieve a BER of 1E-3 even at the highest OSNR (37.2dB) allowed in our 
setup. 
 
Fig. 10. Received signal distributions for
s
v T∆ ⋅  of 2.25E-4 and OSNR of 37.2 dB using (a) 
QPSK partitioning (BER = 2.8E-3), (b) BPS (BER = 1.2E-3), (c) BPS + ML (BER = 1.7E-3), 
(d) single pol. QPSK partitioning + ML (BER = 1.4E-3), (e) dual pol. QPSK partitioning + ML 
(BER = 9.8E-4), (f) dual pol. BPS (BER = 8.8E-4). 
Figure 10 shows the received signal distributions using various CPE techniques when the 
combined laser linewidth is 5.63 MHz and the OSNR is 37.2 dB. For QPSK partitioning, 
BPS, BPS + ML and the single polarization QPSK partitioning + ML, the received signal 
distributions have more residue phase noise as the outermost four distributions are more 
ellipse-like. On the contrary, the proposed dual polarization QPSK partitioning + ML and the 
dual-polarization BPS demonstrate better performance and result in a BER of less than 1E-3. 
5. Computational complexity 
The required hardware complexity of dual/single polarization BPS, BPS/ML, two stage BPS, 
QPSK partitioning and the proposed method is compared. Except for the QPSK partitioning 
method (originally proposed as block-based algorithm), all the methods are implemented 
using interleaving parallel and sliding averaging scheme for ease of comparison. Block-based 
complexity of our proposed technique can be found in the appendix. Here, P represents the 
number of parallelization paths, B is the number of trial phases for the BPS-like methods [26, 
27]. In addition, although the second-stage half filter width M is always smaller than N in the 
proposed CPE, we still consider the worst case scenario and set 2M+1=2N+1=L, L denotes 
the smoothing filter length. For fair comparisons, we assume the same number of 
parallelization paths for all the CPE techniques considered. 
Table 1 shows the complexity comparisons of the various feed-forward algorithms studied 
in this paper. When discussing the complexity in comparison with the BPS and BPS + ML 
schemes, we assume B=32 and 11 test phases respectively (suggested by the original 
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publications [13] and [17]), for 1dB sensitivity penalty at BER = 1e-3. For the two-stage BPS 
scheme, the numbers of trial phases (B) are assumed to be 8 and 4 for the first and second 
estimation stages following [20]. From Table 1, it can be seen that for various types of 
operations, the proposed dual polarization QPSK partitioning + ML algorithm requires less 
than one third of the real multipliers used in two-stage BPS [20] and BPS + ML and nearly 
one ninth of those used in dual polarization BPS and single polarization BPS. For other 
operations, the proposed technique requires much less computations than other CPEs. 
Although the QPSK partitioning method [11] is slightly simpler in terms of the number of real 
adders, slicers and LUTs, it is evident from previous section that the performance of QPSK 
partitioning alone is noticeably worse than other feed-forward CPE techniques studied here. 
Table 1. Number of operations required for Various Feed-forward CPE Techniques 
Operations 
Dual Pol. 
BPS 
BPS BPS+ML 
Two-stage 
BPS 
QPSK 
partitioni
ng block 
avg. 
Dual Pol. 
QPSK 
partitioning+
ML sliding 
avg. 
Real Multiplier 12BP+4P 12BP 12BP+16P 12BP 52P+2 43P 
Real Adder 2(2L-1)BP 2(2L-1)BP 2(2L-1)BP 
+4(L-1)P 
2(2L-1)BP 26P 4LP-20P 
Slicer 2BP 2BP 2P(B+1) 2BP 2P 4P 
LUT - - 2P - 2P+2 3P 
Comparators 2P 2P 2P 4P 3P+2 3P 
LUT: look-up tables, P: number of parallel paths, L: smoothing filter length for sliding average methods, B: trial 
phases for BPS-like algorithms (B = 32, 11 and 12 for dual/signal pol. BPS, BPS + ML and two-stage BPS). 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed a low-complexity and phase noise tolerant feed-forward carrier 
phase estimation technique for DP-16-QAM systems using QPSK partitioning, estimation of 
phase offsets between signals in different polarizations, and ML detection. Simulation and 
experimental results showed that the proposed CPE can tolerate a linewidth times symbol 
duration product comparable with the best feed-forward CPE techniques while the 
computational complexity is at least three times lower than the simplest feed-forward CPE 
reported in the literature. High performance and simple techniques will favor real-time 
implementation of advanced feed-forward carrier phase estimation techniques in future 
systems using high spectral efficiency modulation formats. 
APPENDIX 
A. Computational complexity in interleaving parallelization structure using slide averaging 
The required processing complexity for the proposed DP-QPSK partitioning + ML scheme 
can be derived from Fig. 2 and separately calculated for each functional block. Here, we can 
separate the proposed algorithm mainly into 4 parts: partitions, VVPEs, first-stage 
compensation and ML estimators. As discussed in the paper the phase-offset estimation is 
obtained from the first 1000 symbols, or approximately 0.25% of the symbols in our 
experiment. Thus, its computational complexity is omitted in our calculation. Computation 
complexity can be evaluated by counting the required operations to process 2P paralleled 
symbols from both polarizations and are detailed as follows: 
1. To achieve the partition for 2P symbols, it requires 2P amplitude calculations and 2P 
amplitude comparisons with ring boundaries as shown in Fig. 1: 
(1) Amplitude calculation require 4P real multipliers and 2P real adders; 
(2) Amplitude comparison requires 2P comparators. 
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2. In the two VVPEs, the P C1 or C3 symbols (on average) from both polarizations need 
to be raised to their fourth power and be normalized. 
(1) Each of the P fourth power operations is composed of two cascaded 
square operations, each requiring 4P real multipliers and 2P real 
adders; 
(2) The P normalization operations require P absolute value calculations 
(realized by 2P real multipliers, P real adders and P square-root 
operations using look-up tables), then divided with themselves using 
2P real multipliers. 
3. In the first stage carrier phase compensation, the P outcomes from VVPE in the y 
polarization need to be rotated by the phase-offset offsetje θ . Afterwards, 2P symbols in 
the x and y polarizations are summed up. P 1est
n
θ  estimates are calculated, unwrapped 
and utilized to compensate the 2P symbols in the x and y polarization: 
(1) Phase-offset rotation for the P outcomes from VVPE in y the 
polarization: 4P real multiplier and 2P real adders. 
(2) Summation after phase-offset rotation: (2L-1)P real adders; 
(3) P 1est
n
θ calculations: P ‘arg(.)/4’ operations realized by P look-up tables 
and P real multipliers; 
(4) Unwrapping: P comparators and P real adders; 
(5) First stage carrier phase compensation: 8P real multipliers and 4P real 
adders. 
4. In the ML estimator, 2P outcomes from the first stage estimation are multiplied with 
the conjugate of their decisions and summed up to calculate the second stage phase 
noise estimates. After the 2P symbols are compensated, final decisions will be made: 
(1) First stage decision: 2P slicers; 
(2) Multiply with first stage decision: 8P real multipliers and 4P real 
adders; 
(3) Second stage results summation: (2L-1)P real adders; 
(4) 2est
n
θ calculation: P arg(.) realized by P look-up tables; 
(5) Second stage carrier phase compensation: 8P real multipliers and 4P 
real adders; 
(6) Final decision: 2P slicers. 
Finally, the overall computational complexity of the proposed DP-QPSK partitioning+ML 
CPE is 43P real multipliers, 4LP+20P real adders, 4P slicers and 3P comparators and 3P 
LUTs. 
B. Complexity of the proposed CPE in interleaving structure using block averaging 
The calculation of complexity for block averaging is almost the same except for the summing 
process and phase noise calculations since block averaging only compute one estimated phase 
noise for each block. For a block of 2P symbols, calculating 1est
n
θ or 2est
n
θ  only require (2P-1) 
adders and 1 arg(.), realized by look-up table. Unwrapping is also reduced to 1 comparator 
and 1 real adder. 
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The computational complexity of block-based dual polarization QPSK partitioning + ML 
CPE is 40P + 1 real multipliers, 23P-1 real adders, 4P slicers, 2P + 1comparators and P + 2 
LUTs. 
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